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IN HONOR OF PROFESSOR PAUL HAGENMULLER ON THE OCCASION OF HIS 80TH BIRTHDAY
The peculiar behaviors of trivalent (3d6) and tetravalent (3d5)
cobalt ions coordinated to six oxygen atoms forming a regular or
distorted octahedral site are emphasized. Low spin (LS), inter-
mediate spin (IS), and high spin (HS) electronic con5gurations
can be considered for Co31 (S 5 0, S 5 1, and S 5 2) and for Co41

(S 5 1/2, S 5 3/2, and S 5 5/2) depending on the relative magni-
tude of electronic correlations and crystal 5eld parameters.
A simple model including these e4ects accounts for spin cross-
over and has led to the derivation of phase diagrams showing the
respective stability range of LS, IS, and HS states. Extended
HuK ckel tight-binding and density functional theory+full-poten-
tial linearized augmented plane wave calculations were carried
out for TlSr2CoO5 and SrCoO3. Results from both techniques
are compared and used to interpret the speci5c properties of
these oxides, which are attributed to the peculiar character of
cobalt (III) and (IV). Unlike in molecular compounds where only
magnetic and optical properties can be modi5ed, spin transitions
(intraatomic electron transfer) can be strongly coupled with
metal+ insulator transitions in ionocovalent oxides. Spin equilib-
rium can lead to partly occupied energy bands as nonintegral
oxidation state does for mixed valence oxides, and, furthermore,
spin state ordering can occur upon cooling in a way similar to
charge ordering. ( 2001 Elseiver Science

INTRODUCTION

In 1986, the discovery of high ¹
#

superconductivity by
Bednorz and MuK ller (1) gave rise to a renewed interest in
ternary or quaternary oxides of 3d transition metals and to
the discovery of a lot of new families of (II)/(III) mixed
valence cuprates, most of them issuing from the "rst copper
1Parts of this article have been presented in an invited talk, entitled
&&Transition Metal Oxides in the Heart of Modern Solid State Chemistry''
at the VIIth European Conference on Solid State Chemistry, Madrid,
September 15}18, 1999.
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(III) perovskites obtained 15 years earlier (2, 3). More
recently, the discovery of giant or even colossal mag-
netoresistive e!ects for (III)/(IV) mixed valence manganites
brought a new development of the works on the oxides of
the "rst transition series such as Co and Ni oxides.

The purpose of the present work is to show the peculiarity
of the behavior of cobalt (III) and (IV), the electronic struc-
tures of which can exhibit various spin states i.e., low spin
(LS), high spin (HS), or intermediate spin (IS) states. Using
the case of two recently found cobaltites, TlSr

2
CoO

5
(Co(III)) (4) and SrCoO

3
(Co(IV)) (5}7), we shall discuss the

properties and the modeling*using both ab initio density
functional theory (DFT) and semiempirical extended
HuK ckel tight-binding (EHTB) methods for the electronic
structure calculations*of the Co}O bonding as well as the
role that this bonding plays regarding the main electronic
properties of the relevant oxides.

Overview of the Spin States of d6 and d5 Ions

Molecular chemistry is rich in examples where a given
ion, generally Fe2` (3d6), exhibits di!erent spin states
(S"0, S"2) as the ligands*in most cases linked through
a nitrogen atom*are modi"ed. Provided that these ligands
are properly chosen, it is possible to observe a progressive
(spin equilibrium) or a sharp (spin transition) change be-
tween the spin states upon the temperature or pressure
in#uence, or even upon photonic excitation. The
cooperative e!ects can lead to a "rst-order transition with
a hysteresis and hence to bistable systems, appropriate for
information storage. For example, see the review papers by
GuK tlich (8) or Kahn and Martinez (9). For a long time, we
have been interested in these phenomena in solid state
chemistry of ionocovalent oxides by changing the FeII}N~III

couple for the CoIII}O~II one, which is isoelectronic and has
a close value of the Dq* crystal "eld parameter (10). Espe-
cially, we stated that an IS state (S"1) of Co(III) was
present in some cobaltites such as La

4
LiCoO

8
(11) or in



TABLE 1
Energies of the Various Possible Spin States of a Co31

Ion in Oh Symmetry

S"0 E
#03%

#3;#12;@!6J
H
!24D

2
S"1 E

#03%
#2;#13;@!7J

H
!14D

2
S"2 E

#03%
#;#14;@!10J

H
!4D

2

FIG. 1. Energy levels of d electrons for a 3d6 con"guration in O
h

symmetry taking into account exchange (J
H
), correlation (; and ;@), and

crystal "eld (Dq) parameters.
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some Co(III)-doped cuprates (La
4
LiCu

1~x
Co

x
O

8
) (12) and

that spin transitions could be associated with structural
transitions in ternary oxides such as Sr

2
Co

2
O

5
(13).

A simple model allowed us to determine the range of the
values of the crystal "eld parameter (Dq) and of the octahed-
ron distortion (h) for each spin state (14, 15), using modi"ed
Tanabe}Sugano diagrams.

Here we propose a more direct approach based on the
; and ;@ interelectronic coulombic repulsion energies and
the J

H
intraatomic exchange energy, as de"ned by

Kanamori (1963) (16) and more recently by Brandow (1977)
(17). Under this formalism, the overall energy of a Co3`

(3d6) ion, in O
h
symmetry, is given in Table 1 for the various

possible spin states. It immediately appears that the IS state
is unstable with respect to S"0 and S"2 because if
(;!;@)#J

H
'10D

2
is the condition for stabilizing S"1

with respect to S"0 then (;!;@)#3J
H
'10Dq is also

true, which is the condition for stabilizing S"2 with respect
to S"1. If we further assume that (;!;@)"2J

H
(cf.

Appendix 1) these inequalities are reduced to 0.3J
H
'Dq

and 0.5J
H
'D

2
, respectively. This limit agrees very well

with already proposed values of J
H

and D
2
(J

H
K0.8eV (17),

D
2
K2000 cm~1 (18)).
However, two factors can modify these conditions:
(i) A large broadening of ionic discrete levels into energy

bands, whose width= is proportional to the square of the
transfer integral b

M~O
and inversely proportional to the

ionicity E
*
(de"ned as the di!erence between the Coulomb

integrals of the atomic orbitals (AO) of cobalt (3d) and
oxygen (2p)). The mixing of atomic states decreases the ;,
;@, and J

H
parameters from the free ion values as the

nephelauxetic e!ect does for the Dq and B parameters in
molecular systems. We use atomic d orbital labels for desig-
nating the crystalline wave functions (

,
resulting from their

mixing with O 2p and 2s orbitals.
(ii) A distortion of the octahedron of either the pyramidal

type (C
4v

symmetry) or the elongated octahedron type (D
4h

symmetry), which lifts the degeneracy of t
2g and eg levels.

First, we consider the energy of the outer electrons of the
metal as a function of the previous parameters, in O

h
sym-

metry (Fig. 1) noticing that, for a perovskite or related
structure, the broadest band is of p

%'
type (bpAbn). The

overlap of the pa
%'

and nb
%'

bands (a and b denote the majority
and minority spin projections) results from their broadening
and their tendency to get closer.
In a single valence model that could account for metallic
vs insulating ground state, we must also include additional
correlation e!ects. The position of the upper Hubbard band
(UHB) corresponds to the excitation 2Co3`PCo2`

#Co4`, i.e., to a 3d7 (Co2`) ion, which has two possible
con"gurations, either t6

2ge1g (LS) or t5
2ge2g (HS). For LS Co3`,

the dn`1 UHBis of the t6
2ge1g type, whereas it is of the t5

2ge2g
type for IS or HS Co3`. It can be seen that the gap between
the two Hubbard bands is smallest for S"1 (Appendix 2).
We conclude that the metallic state is associated with the IS
state ta3

2gtb22gea1g . Among various hypotheses, this solution was
recently proposed by several authors (19}21) using other
arguments.

The role of an octahedron distortion is even more deter-
mining for the stabilization of the IS (S"1) state. In an
ionic model, the energy of the AO originating from
eg (d

x2~y2
:b

1g ; d
z2

:a
1g) and from t

2g (dxz
, d

yz
:eg ; d

xy
:b

2g) can
be given, as for instance by Krishnamurthy and Shaap (22),
by tuning the value of the octahedron distortion coe$cient
k between 0 and 1, with k"0 for a regular octahedron (O

h
),

k
C4v

"1 for a "vefold pyramidal coordination, and k
D4h

"1
for a fourfold square planar coordination. The energy of the
outer electrons then varies with ;, ;@, J

H
, Dq and k. In this

way, Fig. 2 gives the variation of the d orbitals' energy
as a function of an increasing C

4v
distortion from k"0

(six ligands) to k
C4v

"1("ve ligands) and the phase diagram
J
H
/Dq vs k for the three spin states in the usual case where

(;!;@)"2J
H
. Above a critical value k

#
"0.38, the IS



FIG. 2. Orbital energies of a sixfold coordinated 3d6 con"guration vs
k in O

h
(k"0) and C

4v
(0(k41) symmetries (left) and corresponding

phase diagram as a function of exchange-correlation (J
H
), crystal "eld (D

2
),

and distortion (k) parameters (right).

FIG. 4. Phase diagrams for a 3d5 con"guration in C
4v

(left) and D
4h

(right) symmetries as a function of exchange-correlation (J
H
), crystal "eld

(D
2
), and distortion (k) parameters.
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state becomes stable with the following con"guration: da2
xz,yz

db2
xz,yz

da1
xy

da1
z2

. Figure 3 shows the case of a D
4h

distortion
increasing from a regular octahedron to a square. The
diagram shows two critical values for k: a "rst one that is
small (+0.2), and above which the IS state becomes stable
in a very broad range of both (J

H
/D

2
) and k values, and

a second one above which the distortion is less stabilizing
as the coordination number progressively decreases. The
latter corresponds to the crossing of d

xy
(b

2g) and d
z2

(a
1g)

orbitals.
Figure 4 gives similar phase diagrams for Co(IV): 3d5 in

C
4v

and D
4h

symmetries. Here again, the two types of
FIG. 3. Orbital energies of a sixfold coordinated 3d6 con"guration vs
k in O

h
(k"0) and D

4h
(0(k41) symmetries (left) and corresponding

phase diagram as a function of exchange-correlation (J
H
), crystal "eld (D

2
),

and distortion (k) parameters (right).
distortions stabilize the IS state, although its existence do-
mains appear to be narrower than those for Co(III).

Electronic Structure of the cobaltite (III) TlSr2CoO5

Some of us recently prepared the cobaltite TlSr
2
CoO

5
(4, 23), whose high temperature (HT) form is isostructural
with the so-called Tl-1201 superconducting cuprate (space
group, P4/mmm) of formula TlSr

2~x
La

x
CuO

5
. We searched

for stabilizing the IS state of Co(III) thanks to an octahed-
ron distortion as large as possible*the Tl-1201 cuprate
exhibits the highest octahedron elongation*and to a wide
p
x2~y2

band resulting from the shortest equatorial Co}O
distances.

Actually, in this HT form the D
4h

symmetry of the oc-
tahedron is characterized by a strong distortion with apical
Co}O distances of 2.34 As vs equatorial Co}O distances of
1.87 As . We have shown that, above 310 K, the oxide is an
n type metal with strong ferromagnetic interactions (24). At
low temperature (LT), a commensurate modulation leads to

an orthorhombic cell (aJ2, 3aJ2, 2c; space group, Cmcm)
containing two well-di!erentiated sites for Co ions (23). The
Co1 site has a symmetry close to that of D

4h
with a strong

shortening of equatorial Co}O distances (dA"2.17 As ;
dM"1.79 As ). The Co2 site has a symmetry close to that of
C

4v
with "ve Co}O distances ranging from 1.89 to 2.01 As ,

the sixth one being of 2.47 As . The LT phase is insulating and
becomes antiferromagnetic below 150 K (25).

Modeling the HT phase. A MoK ssbauer study (26) of
a lightly 57Fe-doped sample clearly reveals two well-separ-
ated quadrupolar doublets, which suggests a dynamic phase
separation on a nanometric scale, as it is not seen using
classical X-ray or electron di!raction. X-ray synchrotron or



TABLE 2
AO Parameters for EHTB Calculations: Ionization Energies Hii and f Exponents in Slater-Type Expression

Tl Sr Co O

Orbital: 6s 6p 5s 5p 4s 4p 3d 2s 2p

H
ii

(eV) !11.60 !5.80 !6.62 !3.92 !9.21 !5.29 !13.18 !32.3 !14.8
5.55 (0.56786)

f 2.30 1.60 1.214 1.214 2.0 2.0 2.10 (0.60586) 2.275 2.275

Note. Coe$cients for double f expansions are shown in parentheses.
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X-ray absorption should carry additional evidences of this
dynamic phase separation.

Band structure calculations were performed using the
semiempirical extended HuK ckel tight-binding (EHTB)
method (27), implemented in the CAESAR package (28),
with parameters given in Table 2. EHTB calculations con-
"rm*only taking into account orbital overlaps*that
d bands are no longer degenerate (Fig. 5), in agreement with
the above ionic model. A p*

x2~y2
band is shifted upward by

nearly 2.5 eV with respect to p*
z2

, the splitting being less
important for the bands arising from t

2g. The p*
x2~y2

band
should in principle remain empty, which would agree with
our hypothesis of an IS state.

To take into account correlation e!ects that are not
included in the EHTB method, we propose to apply empir-
ically evaluated corrections to this model for the various
contributions: (;!;@!d) for na

xz,yz
with respect to na

xy
(d

is the crystal "eld splitting of d
xy

vs d
xz

, d
yz

orbitals) and 2J
H

FIG. 5. EHTB calculations for TlSr
2
CoO

5
. DOS curves for the HT

and LT phases.
for nb
xz,yz

with respect to na
xz,yz

. Knowing that;!;@"2J
H

and in view of the 2.5-eV separation between n
xz,yz

and
p*
x2~y2

in the uncorrelated case, the vicinity of nb
xz,yz

and
pa*
x2~y2

results from a very reasonable value of ca. 0.6 eV for
J
H

(Fig. 6). Under such conditions, a spin equilibrium
IS%HS should occur at increasing temperature. The nb

xz,yz
electron belonging to a n antibonding band, and hence
rather localized, is transferred into a broader pa*

x2~y2
band

and therefore should become itinerant. However, this elec-
tron remains attracted by the localized hole created in the
nb
xz,yz

band, and it forms a polaron that favors the ferromag-
netic coupling of the surrounding localized spins. The
metallic phase cannot grow much as the pa*

x2~y2
electron

occupies an antibonding p state leading to an expansion of
the Co}O equatorial bonds compensated by an equatorial
compression of neighboring cells, which tends to prevent
a further growing of the new phase. This model explains the
existence of two di!erent sites for 57Fe atoms observed by
MoK ssbauer spectroscopy.
FIG. 6. Correlation e!ects for the HT form of TlSr
2
CoO

5
.
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After a time that must be longer than the characteristic
time of MoK ssbauer spectroscopy, i.e., &10~7 s, the spin
equilibrium brings back the pa*

x2~y2
electron into its nb

xz,yz
hole. The modi"ed domain becomes insulating again and
another IS %HS transition can take place nearby. It is only
when the rate of metallic phase reaches the percolation
threshold that the sample becomes metallic on a macro-
scopic scale.

More sophisticated calculations, in the framework of the
DFT (29) were carried out. We used the full-potential lin-
earized augmented plane wave method (FLAPW) (30), un-
der the Local Density Approximation (LDA) for the
exchange-correlation energy (31), implemented in the
WIEN97 code (32). We used atomic positions and crystal
parameters from experiments (23); mu$n-tin radii of 2.2
bohr for Tl, 2.15 bohr for Sr, 1.89 bohr for Co, and 1.65 bohr
for O; a basis set of about 1120 plane waves; and a regular
mesh of 1000 k-points to carry out Brillouin zone integra-
tions (i.e., 84 k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone
(IBZ)).

Our results agree with those obtained recently by Foe-
rster et al. (33) with the aid of the full-potential nonortho-
gonal local orbital method (FPLO). A spin-polarized
calculation led to an energy lower by 0.52 eV per unit cell
FIG. 7. FLAPW calculations. Total and partial DOS for majority spins
cobalt 3d orbitals (b). Dashed line is the Fermi level.
with respect to a nonmagnetic calculation, which well ac-
counts for the ferromagnetic interactions characteristic of
the metallic phase. The stabilization of a magnetic phase is
consistent with the very high density of states at the Fermi
level (E

F
) found in the nonmagnetic calculation (Stoner

instability). The di!erence between majority a and minority
b spins gives nearly 1.93 k

B
per cobalt atom and 0.63 k

B
shared mainly by oxygen atoms belonging to the CoO

2
equatorial plane. Here again these calculations agree with
the proposed spin equilibrium between IS (S"1, 2 k

B
) and

HS (S"2, 4 k
B
) and the high temperature susceptibility

data leading to a Curie constant, the value of which
(C"1.7) is between those expected for an IS state (C

IS
"1)

and an HS state (C
HS
"3). Figures 7 and 8 give density of

state (DOS) curves for majority and minority spins, projec-
ted on various cobalt AO and oxygen sites. It appears that
each d orbital of cobalt contributes signi"cantly to its mag-
netic moment.

There are three di!erent oxygen sites in TlSr
2
CoO

5
: O1,

O2, and O3 correspond to apical, TlO and CoO
2

layers,
respectively. Co and O3 alone contribute to states crossing
E
F
, leading to the net moment carried by O3 and to the

two-dimensional character of electric and magnetic proper-
ties for TlSr

2
CoO

5
. As a matter of fact, O1 and O2 partial
in TlSr
2
CoO

5
with contributions from cobalt and oxygen sites (a) and from



FIG. 8. FLAPW calculations. Total and partial DOS for minority spins in TlSr
2
CoO

5
with contributions from cobalt and oxygen sites (a) and from

cobalt 3d orbitals (b). Dashed line is the Fermi level.
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DOS values for majority and minority spins are almost
similar and lie at the same energy.

For majority spins, the Fermi level E
F

lies in the
p*
x2~y2

band, whose large width accounts for the metallic
character of the HT phase. It is noticeable that, according to
its pa

1g symmetry, the Co d
z2

orbital also takes part in this
band. The increasing DOS vs energy for E'E

F
is in good

agreement with the n type conductivity revealed by a nega-
tive value of thermopower (24). Figure 8 shows that an
usual electronic structure is obtained for minority spins, i.e.,
involving states of dominant cobalt character in the vicinity
and above E

F
and states of oxygen character lying at lower

energies (up to 1 eV below E
F
). On the contrary, Fig. 7

shows that, for majority spins, all represented bands (on
a more than 10-eV-wide range around E

F
) have an almost

perfect mixed cobalt}oxygen character, corresponding to
a much more covalent bonding.

Summing over all occupied states of the Brillouin zone
leads to an ionic charge on cobalt of about #2.5. As the
empty states located above E

F
do not correspond to pure

oxygen states, but to mixed Co}O3 states, the holes on
oxygen atoms must be considered as resulting from the
covalency rather than from the formation of stable O(-I)
states.

EH¹B Modeling of the ¸ow ¹emperature Phase. Fig-
ure 5 gives the DOS curves for the orthorhombic cell of the
LT phase. Comparing the LT phase with the HT phase
clearly shows that the two cobalt sites are also well di!eren-
tiated in the energy diagram, notably concerning the
p*
x2~y2

bands. This allows us to ascribe an IS con"guration
to Co1 and an HS con"guration to Co2 as sketched in
Fig. 9 where monoelectronic diagrams account for the site
symmetry and size, and correlation e!ects are taken into
account using empirically determined ;, ;@, and J

H
para-

meters. In this perspective, we can predict a magnetic struc-
ture analogous to the stripe structures found for cuprates,
nickelates, and manganites (34). Interactions between empty
p*
x2~y2

(Co1) and half-occupied p*
x2~y2

(Co2) orbitals are
ferromagnetic; on the other hand, p*

x2~y2
(Co2)}p*

x2~y2
(Co2@)

interactions are antiferromagnetic. Therefore the magnetic
ordering should correspond to ferromagnetic triple
chains along the [110] direction of the tetragonal subcell,
antiferromagnetically coupled with each other (Fig. 10).



FIG. 9. Splitting of energy levels in Co1 and Co2 sites of the LT form of
TlSr

2
CoO

5
. Dash-dotted lines for Co2 show the stabilization by J

H
due to

the tb
2g Peag (ISPHS) electron transfer.

TABLE 3
Energies of the Various Possible Spin States of a Co41 Ion on

Oh Symmetry

S"1/2 E
#03%

#2;#8;@!4J
H
!20D

2
S"3/2 E

#03%
#;#9;@!6J

H
!10D

2
S"5/2 E

#03%
#10;@!10J

H
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A neutron di!raction study is in progress to check this
hypothesis.

As a conclusion, we can say that a spin equilibrium takes
place in the HT phase that freezes or &&disproportionates'' at
low temperature, giving rise to a spin state ordering (SSO)
with one third of cobalt atoms in an IS state and two thirds
in an HS state. Actually, this transition corresponds to
a volume decrease as ¹ increases. It represents a new type of
transition that in some way recalls charge-ordering trig-
gered reactions of the type found in mixed valence GMR
manganites. In fact, the "lling of the p*

x2~y2
band here no

longer depends on the doping as in the Sr
1~x

Ln
x
MnO

3
phases, but on the spin equilibrium that is controlled by
temperature and pressure conditions, as well as probably by
interaction with photons of matching energy. We shall de-
velop our present investigations to check whether some
e!ects such as the light-induced excited spin state trapping
(LIESST e!ect) (35, 36) occurs in these cobaltites.

Electronic Structure of the Cobaltite (IV) SrCoO3

SrCoO
3

has a perovskite type structure belonging to the
space group Pn3m. It was synthesized under high oxygen
FIG. 10. Predicted magnetic structure for TlSr
2
CoO

5
below 150 K.
pressures (37). Some of us recently obtained it at room
temperature and pressure using oxygen electrochemical in-
tercalation into the brownmillerite oxide Sr

2
Co

2
O

5
(5).

SrCoO
3
is a n type ferromagnetic metal up to ca. 300 K with

a magnetic moment of 2.1 k
B

as deduced from magnetiz-
ation curves at low temperatures. The 3d5 con"guration of
Co4` can also lead to three possible spin states, S"1/2,
S"3/2, and S"5/2 (14, 38), the energy of which are recal-
led in Table 3 for an O

h
symmetry. As for the IS (S"1) state

of Co(III) the IS (S"3/2) con"guration of Co(IV) is not
stable vs the LS or HS ones.

The diagram taking into account the correlation energies
;, ;@, and J

H
for the three spin states is given in Fig. 11,

which again shows that the crossing of eag and tb
2g levels

should take place in the vicinity of S"3/2. The prevailing
broadening of the pa

eg band indicates that the metallic state
should be associated with the IS con"guration (Appendix 3)
(39, 40). A simple EHTB calculation, with the same para-
meters as stated previously (Table 2), leads to the DOS
curves given in Fig. 12. If one applies to this monoelectronic
diagram empirically chosen ;, ;@, and J

H
correlation
FIG. 11. Energy levels of d electrons for a 3d5 con"guration taking into
account exchange (J

H
) and correlation (; and ;@) parameters.



FIG. 12. DOS derived from an EHTB calculation and including the
e!ect of empirically chosen values of exchange and correlation parameters
for SrCoO

3
.
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parameters, with values slightly smaller than those pre-
viously proposed for TlSr

2
CoO

5
(Co(III)) and correspond-

ing to the covalency increase of the Co}O bond as Co(III) is
replaced by Co(IV) (J

H
&0.4 eV), it can be predicted that
FIG. 13. FLAPW calculations. DOS for S
the pa
eg

and nb
t2g

bands will overlap at the Fermi level. This
corresponds to some electron transfer between tb

2g and
pa
eg

or, in other words, to either IS%HS or IS%LS spin
equilibria. As the Coulomb repulsion with ligands is larger
for eg than for t

2g orbitals, like previously, the transfer is
limited by the loss of elastic energy.

A "rst-principles study of SrCoO
3

has been carried out
using the same FLAPW/LDA method as mentioned pre-
viously. We used the experimentally determined cubic unit
cell (a"3.85 As ) (5); mu$n-tin radii of 2.0 bohr for Sr, 1.9
bohr for Co, and 1.7 bohr for O; a 207 plane waves basis set;
and 1000 k-point regular mesh for Brillouin zone integra-
tions (i.e., 56 k-points in the IBZ).

Nonmagnetic calculations give a strong DOS peak at E
F

(Stoner instability), of t
2g character; as shown in Fig. 13,

spin-polarized calculations con"rm the ferromagnetic char-
acter of SrCoO

3
with a magnetic moment of 1.83 k

B
on the

cobalt and of 0.19 k
B

on each oxygen atom, in agreement
with the experimental data (2.1 k

B
) (5) and some LS%IS

equilibrium. The moment carried by cobalt is due to both
eg and t

2g contributions. The magnetic solution has an
energy 0.44 eV/unit cell lower than that of the nonmagnetic
one. These results are in excellent agreement with those of
a previous DFT investigation of SrCoO

3
based on the

augmented spherical wave method (41).
rCoO
3

for majority (a) and minority (b) spins.



FIG. 14. Reinforcement of oxygen contribution to the pa*
eg

band
through the e!ect of the exchange energy.
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As is generally observed for this type of calculation, bands
are broad and strongly overlap each other. Particularly, one
sees that partly occupied majority-spin pa

eg bands have
a strong oxygen character. Such a behavior can be easily
explained provided that one considers that the majority and
minority spin states are separated by an intraatomic ex-
change energy di!erence *J

H
(Fig. 14) that reinforces the

oxygen contribution to the antibonding pa
eg

bands even if an
average over the two spin orientations results in a rather
metallic character. As a general picture, and in the same way
as in the case of TlSr

2
Co(III)O

5
, the oxygen contribution to

3d character bands is much larger than expected from the
classical ionocovalent picture for transition metal oxides.
This e!ect is emphasized for majority spins (Fig. 13), for
which Co partial DOS even dominates the oxygen one in
low-lying 2p character bands (from !3 to !7eV below
E
F
).
Despite these e!ects, empty states lying above the Fermi

level cannot be viewed as pure holes that could be for-
mulated as O(-I).

CONCLUSIONS

As a conclusion, the exceptional role of cobalt among the
3d transition elements can be emphasized regarding the
variety of its possible spin states between which equilibria or
transitions can be triggered by temperature or pressure
changes. Contrasting with molecular compounds where
only magnetic and optic local properties can be modi"ed,
spin transitions can lead to insulator}metal transitions in
nonmolecular two and three-dimensional solids, through
electron transfers from localized states, typically of t

2g type,
into collective states, typically of eg type. Such a behavior
could be at the origin of the unusually large thermal expan-
sion coe$cients observed for cobaltites used as cathode in
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) (42).

The t
2gPeg transfer can lead to ferromagnetic interac-

tions (so-called indirect interactions). The electronic occu-
pancies of the bands can be changed with temperature, in
a way equivalent to that of heterovalent substitutions of the
large ions in the perovskite-type mixed valence materials
such as superconducting cuprates or GMR manganites.

In the cobaltites, the strong covalency of the Co}O bonds
that results from the vicinity of the energies of 3d (Co) and
2p (O) orbitals yields large bandwidths, especially for
p bands, which stabilize IS states that are never stable for
molecular species of O

h
symmetry.

Modeling the chemical bond and electronic structure
with methods as di!erent as those based on tight-binding or
on DFT approaches is particularly interesting as each of
them has opposed tendencies to either amplify or reduce the
value of basic quantities such as band gaps or bandwidths.
In the case of EHTB, taking into account ;, ;@, and J

H
correlation energies as they are de"ned by Kanamori (16)
and Brandow (17) allows us to account for electronic prop-
erties of cobaltites such as TlSr

2
CoO

5
, even if bandwidths

are underevaluated. Associated with a structural determina-
tion of the HT and LT forms and a MoK ssbauer study, it
allows us to propose an IS}HS equilibrium that gives rise to
ferromagnetic polarons, the percolation of which leads to
the metallic character of the HT phase and, at LT, a frozen
long-range ordering of Co3` IS and HS states (in the ratio
1 to 2) in an antiferromagnetic insulating phase. Such a situ-
ation is somewhat analogous to the localization and charge
ordering occurring in some GMR manganites at LT. In the
case of FLAPW}LDA, directly taking into account correla-
tion e!ects allows a correct description of the ferromagnetic
interactions and a description of empty O 2p states as
covalency holes lying in bands with mainly a metallic char-
acter, but including an amazingly large oxygen contribution
thanks to their majority spin character as they are lowered
by the exchange energy.
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APPENDIX 1

According to Kanamori (16) and Brandow (17)

;"SkkDV DkkT

;@"Skk@DV Dkk@T

J
H
"Skk@DV Dk@kT,

where k and k@ are spatially di!erent 3d orbitals on a single
site and < is the coulombic operator.
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;, ;@, and J
H

are related to Racah parameters A, B,
and C according to

;"A#4B#3C

;@"A!B#C

J
H
"5/2B#C,

implying ;!;@"2J
H
.

APPENDIX 2

S"0: ta,b
2g (Co3`)

LS
Peag (Co2`)

LS

Gap0"E (Co2`)!E(Co3`)

"6;@!3J
H
#6D

2
!(;#4;@

!2J
H
!4D

2
)!=p

";@!3J
H
#10D

2
!=p ,

where=p is the p
eg band width.

S"1: tb
2g(Co3`)

IS
Peag (Co2`)

HS
or (@ ) eag (Co3`)

IS

Peag (Co2`)
HS

Gap1"6;@!4J
H
#6D

2

!(;#4;@!J
H
!4D

2
)!=p

";@!5J
H
#10D

2
!=p

Gap1{"6;@!4J
H
#6D

2

!(5;@!3J
H
#6D

2
)!=p

";@!J
H
!=p

S"2: tb
2g(Co3`)

HS
Ptb

2g (Co2`)
HS

Gap2";#5;@!J
H
!4D

2

!(;#4;@!4D
2
)!=n

";@!J
H
!=n , with =n(=p.

APPENDIX 3

S"1/2: tb
2g (Co4`)

LS
Ptb

2g (Co3`)
LS

Gap1@2"E (Co3`)!E(Co4`)

";#4;@!2J
H
!4D

2

!(;#3;@!J
H
!4D

2
)!=n

";@!J
H
!=n

S"3/2: tb
2g (Co4`)

IS
Peag (Co3`)

HS
or (@) eag (Co4`)

IS

Peag (Co3`)
HS
Gap3@2"5;@!4J
H
#6D

2

!(;#3;@!4D
2
)!=p

";@!2J
H
#10D

2
!=p

Gap3@2{"5;@!4J
H
#6D

2

!(4;@!3J
H
#6D

2
)!=p

";@!J
H
!=p

S"5/2: eag (Co4`)
HS

Ptb
2g (Co3`)

HS

Gap5@2";#4;@!4D
2

!(4;@!4J
H
#6D

2
)!=n

";#4J
H
!10D

2
!=n
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